
Comparison of Rules between Terrible Swift Sword (1st edition SPI), Great Battles 
of the American Civil War, and Terrible Swift Sword (2nd Edition TSR) 

  
 

TSS 1st Edition GBACW TSS 2nd 
Game Equipment   
[2.3] Counters have no Morale.  
Union uses 
Brigade/Division/Corps listing on 
leaders. Get morale A-D listing 
from Errata sheet  (14.21) 
 

[3.3] Counters now add morale. 
All are numbers. Union now uses  
Brigade commander as per 
Confederates .  

[3.3] As per GBACW, but Brigade 
Commander’s names on 
regiments now color coded. 

[2.4] Movement allowance  
Inf: 5MP 
Arty: 8MP 
Mtd Cav, Ldr, HQs: 10MP 

See Movement Chart on game 
map [5.19] (Changes with 
variations of scale for games.) 

Uses Movement Chart as in 
GBACW, but similar to TSS 1st. 
Inf: 6MP 
Arty: 8MP 
Mtd Cav, Ldr: 12 MP 
Wagons: 8 MP 

Sequence of Play   
[4.0] Includes Offensive and 
Defensive Arty bombardment 
phase between Initial Command 
and Movement Phase. 

[4.0] Does not have separate Off. 
and Def. Arty bombardment 
phase. Breaks out Ammo 
Resupply, Rally and Final 
Command Phase as separate 
Phases.  

[4.0] Returns Offensive and 
Defensive Arty bombardment 
phase between Initial Command 
and Movement Phase. Also 
retains Ammo Resupply, Rally 
and Final Command as separate 
phases. Also notes the Straggler 
Recovery Phase from the morning 
of July 3. 

Movement   
[5.17] Inf and dismounted cav. 
may not move or change 
formation if not in command in the 
initial command phase.  

[5.2] A routed unit or a unit 
outside the effectiveness radius of 
its brigade commander may move 
1 hex only, regardless of terrain 
costs. May not change formation, 
enter an enemy ZOC, may exit an 
enemy ZOC if already in it. Out of 
command Brigade commanders 
may only move one hex unless 
detached.  
 

[5.8] As in GBACW, but [5.81-.84] 
spells out additional items us ually 
found elsewhere in GBACW. 

[5.22-5.35] Read MP values for 
the different terrain.  

Not listed here. Use Terrain Key.  [5.22-5.72] Read MP values for 
the different/unique terrain. Use 
Terrain Key.  
 

[5.26] Elevation uses crest/ridge 
notes. See later l isting. 

Not listed here. See later note. 
[9.7] 

[5.3-5.33] Just noting creation of 
each. See later LOS listing. 

Formations   
[6.13] All Arty considered to have 
a 1 value for melee. (There is no 
separate ‘crew’ counter.) 

[6.13] Arty now has gun crews. 
Status of gun crew determines 
melee strength. Full = 1 SP, 
reduced = 0 SP. 
 

[6.13] Same as GBACW. 

[6.14] Mounted Cav may not fire 
in any Fire Phase! 

[6.14] Mtd Cav. may only fire if 
armed with pistols, Colt repeaters, 
or carbines. May only fire out the 
one frontal hexside. 
 

[6.14] Mtd Cav. may only fire if 
armed with pistols. May fire out 
three frontal hexsides. 

[6.14] Mtd Cav. suffers two shifts 
right when fired on. 

[6.14] Mtd Cav. suffers one shift 
right (And one additional for 
enfilade) 

[6.14] Mtd Cav. suffers two shifts 
right when fired on. 



 
[6.22] Changing Formation: 
Inf: 2MP 
Cav: 3MP 
Arty: 4MP 
 

See Terrain Effects on Movement 
Chart, Formation Change Column 

[6.21] See Terrain Effects on 
Movement Chart, Formation 
Change Column 

[6.23] (Only in errata, but now 
same as GBACW listing.) 

[6.23] If arty changes formation in 
the LOS and range of any enemy 
small arms unit, that enemy may 
fire before unit changes formation.  

[6.23] If arty or Cav. changes 
formation in the LOS and range of 
any enemy small arms unit, that 
enemy may fire before unit 
changes formation. (Treated as a 
form of Withdrawal fire.) 
 

Nothing noted [6.24] A unit which changes 
formation in the ZOC of an enemy 
unit triggers Withdrawal fire. 

[6.24] Any unit which changes 
formation in the ZOC of an enemy 
unit triggers Withdrawal fire. 

Facing   
[7.0], [7.23] Units in Column and 
Limbered arty not enfiladed. (Note 
from RHG – Don’t be confused. 
This wording is here ONLY 
because the TSS 1st edition Fire 
Combat Chart already factors in 
‘column’ and ‘limbered’ status of 
targets. So they don’t want you to 
penalize the target again for 
column or limber status) 
 

[7.0] Units in Column, Mounted 
Cav., Limbered Arty and Supply 
Wagons are always considered 
enfiladed.   

[7.0] Units in Column, Mounted 
Cav. and Limbered Arty are 
always considered enfiladed.   

Mounted Cav may not fire. [7.0] Mounted Cav may only fire 
out their single frontal hexside 
with P, C, or CR.  
 

[7.0] Mounted Cav may only fire 
out their three frontal hexsides 
with P. (And may only fire Mtd. 
Pistols. 

[7.12] Changing facing is not 
considered movement, thus units 
which normally may not move 
may change facing during the 
movement phase. 

[7.12] Changing facing is not 
movement; therefore units 
normally restricted in movement 
(out of Command radius, for 
example) may still change facing 
during their Movement Phase. 
 

[712] Same as GBACW 

[7.22] If the Line of Fire bisects a 
frontal hexside and a rear 
hexside, the target is considered 
enfiladed.  

[7.23] If the Line of Fire bisects a 
frontal hexside and a rear 
hexside, the target is considered 
fired on through its frontal 
hexside. 

[7.22] If the Line of Fire bisects a 
frontal hexside and a rear 
hexside, the target is considered 
fired on through its frontal 
hexside. 
 

[7.32] Facing has no effect on 
melee. 

[7.32] Same as TSS 1st.  [7.32] Defending unit attacked in 
melee through both a frontal and 
an enfilade hexside, shift the 
Melee Combat Results Table one 
column to the right. 

Stacking   
[8.0] Generally, only 8 combat 
strength points per hex; however 
never more than 2 units per hex.  

[8.11] Units in hex depends on 
terrain and formation. Check 
Stacking Restrictions Chart [8.18] 
(on game map) 

[8.11] Units in hex depends on 
terrain and formation. Check 
Stacking Restrictions Chart [8.18] 
(on game map) – exception: a 
single unit can occupy any hex it 
can enter, regardless of size. 
 



 
[8.0] Units may move freely 
through other friendly units… 
stacking only applies at end of 
movement and combat phases. 

[8.0] Generally, units can move 
through other friendly units (with 
the exception of inf units in 
column and mtd. Cav.)  see 6.11 
 

[8.0] Same as GBACW 

 [8.1] Inf in column may never 
stack except with leaders. But inf 
in column may pass through other 
friendly units in a movement 
phase, and vice versa. At the end 
of the movement phase, however, 
the Inf in column must be the only 
unit in a hex.  
 

[8.16] An Infantry unit in column 
formation may never move into a 
hex containing any other combat 
unit. 

[8.16] An Infantry unit in column 
formation may never move into a 
hex containing any other combat 
unit. (Exception: see 6.11)  

[8.25] Mounted Cav may only 
stack with mounted cav.  

[8.17] Mounted Cav units may 
never move into a hex containing 
any other unit except other 
mounted cav units and leaders. 

[8.17] Mounted Cav units may 
never move into a hex containing 
any friendly unit other than 
mounted cav, limbered or 
unlimbered arty or leaders. 
(Exception: see 6.11) 
 

[8.7] Reserve Status Units in 
reserve status has special 
stacking requirements. See [8.71- 
8.76] 
 

Nothing similar [8.18] Special unit stacking 
abilities – see this rule. 

[8.51] Only the TOP unit may 
engage in combat. Bottom unit 
may not fire. 

All units in hex may fire. Limited in 
fire points per hexside. 

Same as GBACW 

Fire Combat   
[10.15] Arty firing at Inf or 
dismounted Cav have their Fire 
Strength halved, fractions round 
down. 
 

[9.14] Arty fire against Inf or Cav 
is resolved using the grapeshot 
row of the Combat Results Table. 

Same as GBACW 

[10.16] Mounted Cav have no Fire 
Strength. (Also see 6.14 above.)  
 

See above. Also see 7.0 above. See above. Also see 7.0 above. 

Limited by only top unit may fire. [9.31] Inf/ Cav limited to 4 SP per 
hexside. 

[9.31] Inf/ Cav limited to 4 SP per 
hexside. However, only 8 SP total 
small arms may fire out of a hex. 
 

 [9.46] In splitting fire, final fire 
strength against a hex may not be 
less than 1. 

[9.46] In splitting fire, final fire 
strength against a hex may not be 
less than 1. (only applies if 
splitting strength.) A unit may 
ALWAYS fire its full strength – no 
matter how much it is reduced – 
against a single target. 
 

[10.41] Slope hexsides have NO 
effect on combat in any way. They 
only affect movement. Similarly, 
marshes have no effect on 
combat. 
(NOTE: Original TSS had a 
problem using Ridge and Crest as 
similar terms. See 22 Feb '77 
errata [9.0] 

[9.52] A unit adjacent to a crest 
hexside fired on through that crest 
hexside derives a defensive 
benefit from the crest if the firing 
unit occupies a lower elevation.  

[9.52] A unit occupies a steep 
crest hexside and any firing 
enemy unit is firing through the 
steep crest hexside from two 
elevations lower than that of the 
target unit, shift fire 1 column to 
the left on the CRT. Unlike steep 
crest hexsides, crest hexsides 
have no effect on fire combat.  
 



 
[10.7] LOS issues (paraphrased 
by RHG) 
 
There are three levels in TSS 1st: 
Ground level, Ridge Level, and 
Hilltop Level.  
 
There are three types of blocking 
terrain: Woods, Gettysburg, and 
ridge/crest hexsides.  
 
Friendly units are also blocking 
units. 
 
You can see INTO a blocking hex, 
but NOT through it. 
 
Rule of thumb: If you are on the 
same level, any of the blocking 
terrain will block your LOS.  
 
If on different levels, if the firing 
units are on DIFFERENT levels, 
then:  
A: one unit must be adjacent to 
the ridge to be seen/see over it. 
B: If the blocking unit and the 
firing unit are lower than the 
target, the LOS is blocked if the 
blocking hex is halfway between 
the firer and target, or closer to 
the firing unit. 
C: If the blocking unit and the 
target unit are lower than the firing 
unit, the LOS is blocked if the 
blocking hex is halfway between 
the firer and target, or closer to 
the target unit. 
 
D: No matter what the height 
difference or the distance, no unit 
adjacent to woods or Gettysburg 
hex may fire over that hex, or vice 
versa. 
 

[9.7] LOS Issues. Similar, but 
height is now listed by levels and 
given specific height in feet, so 
there are more than three levels. 
 
Now blocking terrain is listed: 
Trees: 20 ft. 
Mounted Cav: 10 ft.  
Supply wagons : 10 ft. 
Infantry, Arty: 5 ft. 
 
Use the LOS chart or the 
Algorithm to find if the LOS is 
clear.  
 
Use the Terrain Effects on Fire 
Combat Chart for specifics on 
these issues.  

9.7 LOS – same as GBACW, but 
with these additions: 
 
Heights as before, but add these: 
Ridges: 20 ft. 
Orchards: 20 ft. 
Trees/Rough: 20 ft. 
Buildings in Gettysburg: 25 
 
See [9.74] for special cases. 
 
Use the Terrain Effects on Fire 
Combat Chart for specifics on 
these issues. 
 
May fire through one orchard hex. 

[10.82] Any loss result on an Arty 
unit from small arms fire is treated 
as a ‘Pin’ result instead.  

[9.82] If arty is hit by small arms 
fire, only the crew is affected. If 
the battery suffers a ‘1’ result, the 
gun crew counter is flipped over. 
Another loss and the crew is 
eliminated. 
  

[9.82] If there is Cav or Inf 
stacked with the arty, the crew is 
not affected until the inf or cav are 
eliminated. (Rest as in GBACW) 
 

Same as above None [9.84] Whenever any fire causes a 
P/R result on arty, treat the effect 
as an automatic Pin result. If any 
fire causes an R result to an arty 
battery, treat the result as a ‘P’ 
check. 
 



 
[10.83] Certain results on the CRT 
have an ‘*’. This means if the 
firing unit is artillery and the target 
is Infantry or dismounted Cav or 
HQ) ignore the casualties and 
treat as a ‘pin’ result instead. 

[9.88] ‘*’ results mean the unit 
may also become pinned. If it fails 
the morale check, nothing 
additional happens. If it passes, 
roll again: If the unit fails this 
check it is pinned. 
 

[9.88] Same as GBACW. 

 [10.84] Pinned units may not 
move, may not fire offensively, 
may fire defensively. Pinned units 
may change facing. 

[9.84] May not fire in any phase, 
may not move, may change 
facing, may not change formation. 

[9.85] Pinned units may not move, 
may change facing, may not 
change formation. May not fire in 
offensive fire phase, but may 
Defensive Fire on units in their 
ZOC. Fire would be halved, 
fractions round down. Pinned 
units may use withdrawal and 
retreat fire! (RHG – at full 
firepower? It reads that way.)  
 

[10.86] Track casualties on the 
casualty track chart on the map. 
 

Nothing Similar – Use BCE chart.  

No advance if melee target broke 
and ran before melee. (But can 
for voluntary Retreat Before 
Melee! See [13.7]) 

As with TSS 1st, not in rules. Is 
given as an optional rule in Moves 
magazine. (See 9.9 on my 
GBACW errata sheet.) 

[9.9] Advance after Combat if 
potential melee unit ran away or 
died due to fire. (Same as 
GBACW errata sheet.) 

Zones of Control   
[11.12] May only fire Withdrawal 
fire once per phase. 

[10.12] May fire Withdrawal fire 
any number of times. (RHG - as 
triggered by withdrawing units.)  

Same as GBACW – but also 
allows ammo depleted units to 
fire! (at half FP) 

[11.13] If stack is withdrawing, 
may choose to concentrate fire on 
single unit. 
 

[10.13] If stack is withdrawing, 
gets one shot at stack. 

[10.13] Same as GBACW  

[11.14] If some leave and some 
stay, remaining unit(s) take the 
withdrawal fire. 

[10.14] Same [10.14] Same, – but also clarifies 
density adjustment applies to the 
units fired on, not the full force 
size that was in the hex. 
 

[11.15] Unit exiting a ZOC that 
suffers a pin result from 
withdrawal fire m oves one hex 
and is pinned there. 
 

[10.15] Same, but lists exception 
for withdrawal fire on a retreat 
before melee. 
 

[10.15] Same as GBACW. 

[11.2] Retreat Fire.  [10.2] Roughly the same, except 
clarifies that unit may fire as many 
times as different units retreat into 
their zone of control. 
 

[10.2] Same as GBACW, except it 
clarifies that Retreat Fire can 
occur in the “Combat Phase” 
(Offensive or Defensive Fire 
Phases, as well as the Retreat 
Before Melee Phase, Melee 
results, etc.) 
[10.21-10.23] Further clarifies the 
issues. 
   

[11.3] Says Ammo Resupply may 
not be traced through an enemy 
ZOC. 

[10.3] Same, except it adds 
“unless the hex is occupied by a 
Friendly unit.” 

[10.3] Same as GBACW 

[11.4] Says Leadership radius 
may not trace through an enemy 
ZOC. 

[10.4] Same, except it adds 
“unless the hex is occupied by a 
Friendly unit.” 
 

[10.4] Same as GBACW 



Ammo Supply   
[12.0] Says All units except 
mounted Cavalry, Supply units 
and HQ guards are subject to 
ammo depletion rules. Many 
changes in this section. Please 
read entire section for details. 

[11.0] Says all units capable of 
combat fire are subject to ammo 
depletion.  
 
 

[11.0] Major rule changes, 
including Divisional and Corps 
supply trains. See this section for 
further info. 
[11.2] Mounted Cav not subject to 
ammo depletion! (Pistols) 

[12.2] Small arms depletes on a 6, 
followed by a subsequent 1, 2, or 
3 for each unit. 

[11.2] Small arms on a 1, followed 
by a subsequent 1 or 2. (Also see 
exclusive rules for individual 
games.) 

[11.21] Small arms on a 1, 
followed by a subsequent 1 or 2, 
though some are a 1,2, or 3.  

[12.22] Ammo depleted unit may 
not fire until resupplied. 

[11.22] Same, and also says 
ammo dep units have no ZOC 
except for negating supply and 
leadership. 
 

[11.24] Says ammo depleted units 
may fire withdrawal and Retreat 
Fire at Half Strength! (Meaning 
they have a ZOC.) 

Please read rules for resupply. Please read rules for resupply – 
and realize that you may need to 
read errata sheets since resupply 
clarified in 1981 version of 
standard rules. 

Extensive rules – please read!!! 

Melee Combat   
[13.0] Melee Chart goes from -4 
to +7 

[12.0] Melee Chart goes from -4 
to +7 

[12.0] Melee Chart goes from -4 
to +9 (Some differences in chart.) 

[13.2] Melee Initiation [12.2] See individual games for 
restrictions. 

[12.27] Must be in command, and 
must pass a modified morale 
check. (Read all the rules on 
TSS 2nd Ed. Page 15) 

[13.3] Effects of Terrain on melee: 
If ALL melee units crossed a 
stream, ridge, stone wall, or 
breastwork, add 1 SP to the 
defending unit’s strength. Never 
add more than 1 SP regardless of 
how many enter. 

[12.3 – 12.33] Any units enter 
melee by crossing a stream or by 
moving upcrest, subtract one SP 
from their effective SP for that 
melee phase. (Meaning if the 
result is 'Engd' the SPs are 
returned for the subsequent 
melee phase.)  
 
 See also individual games’ TEC 
for addition terrain effects on 
melee, since the TEC on Cedar 
Mountain clarifies only 1 SP total 
is removed from the stack. 
  

[12.31]  Any units enter melee by 
crossing a stream, crest, ridge or 
breastwork, the melee strength of 
the attacking stack is reduced one 
SP. A stack that crosses a steep 
crest, bridge or ford is reduced 2 
SP.  These reductions are only for 
purposes of resolving the attack; 
they are temporary and do not 
change the actual Current 
Strength. 
 
[12.32] A defending stack adds 1 
SP if defending in a wooded 
rough hex. 
 
[12.33] Defending stack in town 
hex subtracts 1 SP. 
 
[12.34] If engaged from previous 
turn, terrain effects ignored for 
engaged units (though any new 
units entering would still pay 
them.)  
 

 [12.51] Routed units defend at 
half SP, rounded down. May not 
initiate melee, and if “engaged” 
from previous turn must retreat 
from hex. If it can’t retreat without 
entering an enemy ZOC, it is 
captured.  
 

[12.51] Almost same – except the 
retreat takes place in the “Retreat 
Before Melee” phase. 



 
 [12.52] If lowest morale of friendly 

units is 2 points higher than 
highest morale of enemy units, 
add 1 SP to friendly units. 

[12.52] Almost same – except it 
clarifies morale of Arty, supply 
trains, provost guards and 
wagons are ignored for this. 
 

 [12.6] Neither side may fire into 
an engaged melee. 
 

[12.6] Same, except for arty 
overshoot exception. 

[13.6] Stacking in Melee limited to 
8 combat SP on each side, and 
no more than 2 units per side.  

[12.71 – 12.72] Stacking as per 
that game’s Stacking restriction 
Chart. Attacker may not enter a 
hex with more SP than allowed. 
 

[12.71-12.73] Same with some 
clarifications. 

[13.7] Retreat Before Melee  [12.81-12.89] Mostly reworded 
into individual cases EXCEPT: 
 

[12.8-12.88] Mostly Same, 
EXCEPT:  

  [12.84] Allows units adjacent to a 
unit retreating before melee to 
also retreat if it is within the 
effectiveness radius of their 
Brigade Commander! 
 

 [12.84] Mounted Cav may retreat 
before melee without morale 
check, and without Withdrawal 
Fire! 
 

[12.86]  Same as GBACW. 

 [12.88] If an Attempt to Retreat 
Before Melee Withdrawal Fire 
results in a pin, the unit is  pinned 
in the hex and must take the 
melee!  

[12.87] Same as GBACW  

[13.8] Results of melee [12.91] K means 1 SP eliminated. 
A K on an arty unit reduces full 
strength arty crew, eliminates a 
reduced crew. 

[12.91] Same – but may have K1 
(1 SP) or K2 result. (2 SP) K1 is 
the same as a K, a K2 would 
eliminate a full arty crew or two 
SP. 

[13.82] Retreat 1 or 2 hexes. 
Check morale at end of retreat.  

[12.92] An R# must retreat that 
number of hexes, then check 
morale. May not enter enemy 
units hex or enemy ZOC. If 
cannot retreat, units are captured. 
Check morale at end of retreat. 
 

[12.92] May not enter an enemy 
unit’s hex, but may enter enemy 
ZOC, triggering Retreat Fire. 
Check Morale at end of Retreat.. 

[13.84] Engaged results [12.94] Much the same, except: 
Engaged units have no ZOC. 
Engaged leaders may not rally 
units, and have no effectiveness 
rating. 
 

[12.94] Same as GBACW except 
Leaders do have their 
effectiveness radius, but still may 
not rally units. And it clarifies that 
retreating engaged units out of 
melee happens in the Retreat 
before Melee phase. 
 

No Repulsed Result [12.95] Repulsed result. [12.95] Repulsed Result. 



Not stated. [12.97] If both sides eliminated 
ignore the results. And consider 
them engaged. 

[12.97] Same as GBACW. 
 

 [12.96] Pinned units, wagons or 
gun crews , if engaged previous 
turn, may melee in their phase. 

[12.96] Pin markers are removed 
from units in melee. 

Morale and Rout (Rout in TSS)   
[14.0]  Morale equal to current 
Strength Points. 
 (Major re-wording in this section, 
since original TSS did not have 
Morale until the Feb 77 errata 
[14.2 – 14.5].)  
 

[13.0] Separate morale listed on 
counters. Used for adjusting 
melee strength and determining 
whether a unit will rout. Check 
after any casualty, R, P/R, P or #* 
in Fire Combat, Retreat before 
Melee, or any R result in melee. 
Routed units are forced to retreat, 
and remain routed until rallied. 
Routed units restricted in what 
they can do.   

[13.0] Same as GBACW 

 [13.11] Morales range from 5 to 1. [13.11] Morales range from 6 to 1. 
 [13.14] Green (?) units have an 

unknown morale until the first 
need for a morale check. Use the 
"Seeing the Elephant" table (2D6 
table) to determine the permanent 
morale for this unit for this game.  

[13.14] Each time a green unit 
(one with a ? for  morale) needs 
to make a morale check, consult 
the "Seeing the Elephant" table to 
determine this unit's morale. This 
morale is retained for THIS 
PHASE ONLY! 

  [13.23] Add one to morale check if 
the unit is stacked with a unit from 
a different friendly brigade. 

 [13.52] If stacked with any friendly 
unit, a routed unit will rally. 

[13.52] If stacked with 
brigade/division/corps or army 
leader for that unit, routed unit will 
rally. 

Retreats    
 [14.2] Units Retreating before 

Melee may NOT enter an Enemy 
ZOC.   

[14.2] Same as GBACW, but 
spells it out in the Case rule 
instead of referring to Melee rule. 

 [14.3] Most items in TSS2 are in 
this case, but broken into 
individual sections in TSS2. 

[14.31] Unit may not be retreated 
through a friendly unit if another 
path is  open (unless that path 
includes one or more enemy 
ZOCs.) 

  [14.32] If retreat is through a 
friendly artillery unit, arty is NOT 
displaced, but arty crew takes a 
morale check.  IF failed, crew 
routs away from an unlimbered 
gun, or if limbered, the gun and 
crew routs away. 

  [14.33] Retreating crews and 
skirmishers do not displace units. 

 [14.4] Routing unit must end at 
least 3 hexes from starting hex, 
should follow path of least 
resistance, and check exclusive 
rules for specific directions.  

[14.41] Same as part of GBACW. 
NOTE that it does not SPECIFY 
directions in TSS2! 
 

  [14.51] A unit forced to take a 
morale check in a Gettysburg 
town hex ADDS ONE to the die 
roll.  



 

  [14.52] Units forced to retreat into 
a town hex from a non-town hex 
is automatically routed. 

  [14.53] Routed units that begin in 
a town hex cannot be rallied 
unless they are directly stacked 
with their leader. 

Restrictions on Artillery    
  [15.18] Clarifies that abandoned 

guns have no ZOC nor do they 
restrict movement of either side's 
units, and do not block LOS. (!!) 
Also clearly explains how 
abandoned guns are removed 
from play.  

   


